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Figure 1, Summer and Autumn from the Seasons vases, Meissen, model
c.1745, moulding and painting c.1750-75, München, Bayerisches
Nationalmuseum, Stiftung Ernst Schneider in Schloss Lustheim, ES
633, ES 634 (Photo: Walter Haberland)

In the mid-1740s August III, elector of Saxony and king

of Poland, succeeded in establishing close political bonds to

the French court. His diplomatic endeavours were crowned

by the wedding of his third daughter Maria Josepha, better

known as Marie-Josèphe of Saxony, with the only son of

Louis XV in January 1747. Less than one year before, the

two kings had signed an agreement that granted subsidies to

the Saxon court. This advantageous alliance was renewed in

the year of the wedding and remained in effect till 1750. In

this period of close political and familial relations, numerous

diplomatic gifts were exchanged between the two courts.

Of these presents, August III was the first to give porcelain

- exclusively to the most distinguished French courtiers, to

Louis XV and the newly married couple. These gifts

occurred in a time when Meissen porcelains were highly

sought-after and still unrivalled luxury wares. Yet business-

men in France, supported by Louis XV, had been trying

eagerly to establish a competitive French porcelain manu-

factory at Vincennes near Paris for a few years. I argue that

these prestigious gifts of August III motivated return pres-

ents from Versailles and that the resulting unprecedented

exchange of porcelain gifts was not only an indicator of the

political and familial relations between the two courts, but

also part of a non-verbal competition between the two

porcelain manufacturers, with each supported by its king.

Following the early death of the first dauphine Marie-

Thérèse of Spain in July 1746, several persons worked suc-

cessfully on behalf of August III to establish Marie-Josèphe

as the new dauphine at the French court. An important

French intercessor, as documented in contemporary letters,

was the powerful financier Jean Pâris de Monmartel. In

October 1746 the French general Maurice de Saxe wrote to

his half-brother August III: “We have triumphed; the master

and his mistress [Madame de Pompadour] took our side.” 2 And

in another letter he noted: “[…] our friends have served us

well. We must count among them Madame de Pompadour and

the Pârises, with whom I am intimately associated, and who are

powerful personages here.” 3 These quotations suggest, that

Monmartel’s argument in favour of the Saxon-French wed-

ding might have been the cause for a royal present, of which

Loss reported three years later: “Yesterday I saw Mr. de

Monmartel, who showed me the beautiful Porcelain gift which

the King recently sent to him and which honors us greatly since

it is of perfect beauty.” 4 Three inventories of the eighteenth

century list the pieces then still in possession of the

Monmartel:5 All dishes of this Meissen table service were

decorated with the so-called Gotzkowsky-pattern: flowered

branches in relief, painted flower bouquets and insects as

well as the arms of Pâris de Monmartel-Béthune.6

Moreover, the table service comprised three sets of vases

and one table fountain, all mounted in gilt bronze.7 One of

these garnitures was a set of five vases representing the sea-
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sons from which several slightly varying examples are

known today (Figure 1).8 Branches in relief of flowers and

fruits typical of the respective seasons encircled the bodies.

Allegorical putti and birds sat on the branches or the

domed covers. The central vase bore an applied gilded sun

and branches of laurel as well as the figure of Apollo on the

cover.

A second Meissen service was offered to the duc de

Richelieu, who was appointed extraordinary envoy at

Dresden at the time of the proxy marriage on January 10,

1747. As was usual with such highly ceremonial events, many

presents were given on the occasion. Besides the bride and

groom themselves, everyone who was involved in the festiv-

ities was rewarded according to his status and function. So

was Richelieu, who reported in a letter to the French for-

eign minister: “After the execution of the contract, the king

offered me a sword garnished with diamonds, and sent a service

of porcelain to my lodging.” 9 Documents at Dresden record,

that Richelieu received a large porcelain service as well as

porcelain figures and vases.10 Just prior to this, Loss had

informed Brühl that Richelieu wished more for a porcelain

service than for anything else.11 So far, the only evidence that

indicates what Richelieu’s service might have looked like, is

the inventory drawn up at the time of his death in 1788 and

a more detailed sales catalogue. Schwartz concludes that

three of the listed Meissen services are to be considered:

one was decorated with the Ozier-pattern, a border relief

imitating basketwork, and painted European flowers, the
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occasion of the wedding, and d’Argenson’s role in the affair,

apparently influenced the quality of the present as well as

the issue in whose name it was to be sent.18

So far, the d’Argenson service has not yet been identified

and it seems impossible to do so with certainty as

d’Argenson turned down the proposition to have his coat

of arms painted on it.19 All we know about it is gathered

from two original listings, one in German20 and the final

shipping list in French.21 The German one is more detailed

and describes the general pattern of the service as follows:

“A table service with flowers in relief, with natural flowers [i.e.

European flowers] painted in the cartouches and with a golden

rim.” The description is reminiscent of the porcelains sent

to Monmartel, as is the composition of the service com-

prising eight dozen plates, six dozen platters, 14 tureens,

one dozen salad bowls and salt cellars and six sauce boats

plus a complete service for the dessert including a tea or

coffee service, pierced plates, compotiers, flowerpots, 126

figures to decorate the table as well as four sets of vases.

The d’Argenson service was of a similar size to the

Monmartel one with the exception that apparently, the lat-

ter comprised no figures.22

In his memoirs, d’Argenson recorded proudly that the

service had been commissioned expressly for him “in order

to be more distinguished and the pieces more perfect.”23 He

probably derived this idea from the fact that he had been

asked whether he wanted to have his arms on it or not.

However, the comparison of his table service to the one of

Monmartel suggests that the presents rather followed a

standard Meissen model that had been recently established

with a table service offered to the Russian tsarina Elizabeth

in June 1745 – the so called St. Andrew service.24 The St.

Andrew service was also decorated with the ”Gotzkowsky”

pattern and European style flowers. Further comparison of

second with “osiers, chimeres & oiseaux”, “chimeres” meaning

probably the Meissen pattern with the dragon-like “Ch’i-lin”,

and the third was described as imitating the old Japanese

manner. Schwartz argues that the last, most complete one,

kept separately in Richelieu’s Paris residence, was most like-

ly the one offered by August III who might have considered

Richelieu’s taste for Asian porcelains.12

A third Meissen table service was sent to the French for-

eign minister, the marquis d’Argenson, shortly after the

proxy marriage.13 D’Argenson, like Monmartel, had played a

decisive role in the back door diplomacy preceding this

wedding and the present was a recompense by August III

for his support. However, the idea for such a gift to

d’Argenson had already arisen just prior. Brühl had searched

for a return present for a Gobelin’s tapestry that

d’Argenson had sent to him.14 For this, he had asked Loss to

Figure 2, Covered tureen and stand with “Gotzkowsky” pattern and
painted flowers, c.1745-47 (Photo: © E&H Manners, London)

determine whether a Meissen table service would please

d’Argenson.15 In a letter dated November 3, that is to say

shortly after the announcement of the Saxon-French wed-

ding, Loss finally answered: “I have observed, that our porce-

lain appeals very much to Mr. the marquis d’Argenson and I

believe, that a beautiful service of the said porcelain, given to him

by the king [!], would please him very much. I leave it to His

Excellency to decide on how to use this insinuation […].” Loss

continued saying that in addition to this gift it would be nec-

essary to give several small gratifications to less important

people to whom he had promised a recompense for their

successful support of the princely wedding.16 On November

26, Brühl replied that he was relieved to know that

d’Argenson wished for Saxon porcelain, as he had intended

to send him a Meissen service in his name. “Today, he can [?]

receive a more magnificent one from the king, to which I will add

some other matching pieces. Before commissioning it, I only wait

to know from His Excellency, whether Mr. the marquis

d’Argenson wants to have his coat of arms on it or not.” 17 The

Figure 3, Set of three vases with painted birds, Meissen, c.1745,
München, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Stiftung Ernst Schneider in
Schloss Lustheim, ES 1970, ES 1969, ES 1968 (Photo: Walter
Haberland)
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the royal gifts reveals a few more similarities: The “four oval

tureens with partridge on the lid” as well as the “four small

tureens with a fruit on the lid and citrons as handles” sent to

d’Argenson, for example, correspond with pieces in the

Russian service (Figure 2).25 So do two of the garnitures

composed of vases with bodies in relief respectively in open

work, decorated with applied flowers, that follow standard

Meissen decoration schemes. And both d’Argenson and

Monmartel were offered a set of the “Seasons” vases (Figure

1) that repeated earlier models and might have been on

hand.26 The only garniture without a verifiable analogy

among the other services in question was a set of five

pieces painted with birds, a short-lived decoration on vases

in the mid-1740s, that is rarely to be found today (Figure 3).

Whereas the sets of vases were the most sumptuous

pieces offered by August III to his closest allies, the more

sensational novelty must have been the many figures includ-

ed in the table services for the tsarina, for d’Argenson and

for Richelieu. Among them were mythological figures like

ancient gods and goddesses, allegorical figures like the

muses or the seasons, figures from the Italian commedia del-

l’arte and figures, that represented different nations and pro-

fessions like Turks or peasants. D’Argenson also received

gallant groups inspired from the French rococo, surely cho-

sen to suit his taste. The compositions marked a represen-

tative sample of the Meissen repertoire and must have been

chosen from a stock of examples. The royal collections in

the Japanese Palace in Dresden served repeatedly as a sup-

ply of examples on hand to compose diplomatic gifts.

According to the recollections of a contemporary visitor in

1744, for example, the various small figures which stood on

a long table in a separate room were types of wares that

were not sold by the manufactory, but belonged to the king

and were exclusively used as prestigious gifts to foreign

courts.27

An important innovation of the Meissen manufactory

was the creation of porcelain figures to replace sugar sculp-

tures as decoration for the dessert course. This new type

of table adornment was for the first time laid out on the

king’s table in Dresden, on the occasion of the Saxon-

French wedding, under the eyes of the distinguished

guests.28 Even before, the use of porcelains instead of sugar

sculptures had come into fashion in Paris as well, but the

scale introduced by the d’Argenson service was surely yet

unknown in France.29 It is therefore no surprise that these

components of the Meissen table services in particular

attracted the interest of Louis XV. The French king had

taken notice of the sumptuous present given to his foreign

minister, known because of the complications caused by

d’Argenson’s sudden dismissal on the eve of the proxy mar-

riage. D’Argenson noted in his memoirs that he had begged

the king to accept the present in his stead and to place it in

one of his pleasure palaces, as it was offered to him at a time

when he was still in office.30 In the end, however, d’Argenson

was allowed to receive the service himself as the king did

not want to aggravate his affliction.31 By the end of June, only

two months after the porcelains for d’Argenson had finally

arrived in Paris, the French king ordered a Meissen dessert

service for his château in Choisy from the Parisian porcelain

Figure 4, Bouquet de la Dauphine, Vincennes, soft-paste porcelain with
gilt-bronze mounts, 1748, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden,
Porzellansammlung, P. E. 707 (Photo: Jürgen Karpinski)

Figure 5, Astrology, Vincennes, c.1747-48, London, British Museum, P&E
1938,0217.1 (Photo: © Trustees of the British Museum)
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dealer Gille Bazin. In a letter to Brühl, Loss reported that

the dealer had promised the king the most recent and beau-

tiful Saxon porcelains. He added a list of the desired pieces

as well as a drawing with a decoration scheme for the dish-

es, though the latter is lost today.32 Loss advised him(?) to

order the service and to send it to Louis XV as a present.

The detailed list strongly suggests that the d’Argenson serv-

ice served as a model. Like the d’Argenson service, all dish-

es were supposed to be decorated with painted flower bou-

quets, a golden rim and a border pattern, probably in relief.

Some one hundred figures of different sizes were intended

to adorn the table during dessert: allegorical figures and

courting couples under trees, hunters and hunting dogs,

sheep in a stable and a deer would lay out a rural scenery

on the table and vividly show the king and his guests the

pleasures they pursued in Choisy.

With his diplomatic gift, August III succeeded in setting a

trend at the French royal table that would serve as a model

for all the courtiers. Indeed, by 1749 or 1750, the duc de

Luynes sent wax models of farmhouses, shepherds and

sheep to the Meissen manufactory to have them moulded in

porcelain.33 Indirectly, the gifts of August III also affected the

production at the young French manufactory at Vincennes.

Not only were Meissen figures copied there (see below),

but a few years later, when the invention of the biscuit fig-

ures allowed more extensive production, the Saxon table

fashion was also adopted. The apparent influence of August

III’s diplomatic gifts on the Vincennes manufactory is rein-

forced by the fact, that during the month of the Saxon-

French wedding, Louis XV increased his financial support for

the young enterprise significantly.34 One year later, when

necessary technical developments had been realised, he

renewed an earlier royal privilege for Vincennes to produce

porcelain “in the Saxon manner”. The adjusted specification

of the “Saxon manner” suggests that the Meissen services

presented by August III had set a new benchmark in France:

From now on, only Vincennes was authorised to mould

porcelain figures and flowers and to decorate their vessels

with them.35

By the end of 1747, the dauphin and the dauphine also

received prestigious porcelains at the dauphine’s request.36

The pieces testified to the capacities of the Meissen manu-

factory, as Loss reported on November 30: “The porcelains

are considered as masterpieces of our manufactory and

decorate the mantelpieces in the superb cabinets of

Monseigneur the Dauphin and Madame the Dauphine. […]

By chance, the porcelains seem to have been made express-

ly for the aforementioned cabinets whose panelling is of a

green vernis similar to the colour of the scenes painted on

the vases and the clock case.” 37 Paintings in cama eu vert

were then a recent invention of the Meissen manufactory.

Porcelains of this type were highly regarded by August III

who reserved them for the royal court and family mem-

bers.38

The famous so-called Bouquet of the Dauphine (Figure 4),

that Marie-Josèphe sent to her father in spring 1749, might

have been her response to these prestigious gifts. The

bunch of porcelain flowers fitted into a vase and mounted

on a terrace-like ormolu base together with the female alle-

gories of the music and the poetry was one of the first rep-

resentative porcelain objects created at the manufactory in

Vincennes.39 Its speciality in the early years were naturalisti-

cally moulded and painted porcelain flowers and the French

were convinced that in this element, their manufactory sur-

passed Meissen.40 Just like the present to d’Argenson, this

gift of the impressive bouquet could not have been made

without the knowledge of Louis XV. Indeed, by the end of

April the French ambassador at Dresden reported officially

that it had been well-received.41 Marie-Josèphe’s present to

her father was not a purely personal gesture between

daughter and father, but it was also an official statement of

the French court, supposed to demonstrate the competi-

tiveness of the new French manufactory. It is questionable

whether the Vincennes porcelains made much of an impres-

sion in Dresden due to their closeness to Meissen models.

The vase with its applied flowered branches is reminiscent

of those offered to Monmartel and d’Argenson (Figure 1)

and the resemblance of the Music and Poetry with Meissen

muses could not have remained unnoticed in Dresden: the

Poetry is a transformation of the Vincennes Astrology

(Figure 5), which again is quite an accurate copy of the

Meissen Urania from the series of muses that had been

designed for the Prussian king four years prior (Figure 6).

The resemblance is so striking, that an original Meissen

moulding must have been at the disposal of the Vincennes

modeller. However, the combination of several small porce-

lain pieces with freestanding porcelain flowers and especial-

ly with the excellent ormolu mounts, created an innovative

decorative ensemble that conveyed the specific French taste

and made of the Vincennes porcelains a present that was

worthy of the French court.

August III considered the French present not only to be

admirable, but also as a challenge, as he responded with a

present of Meissen porcelain as soon as an opportunity

arose (Figure 7).42 Even though the work on the huge mirror

frame, the corresponding console table, and the two flank-

ing gueridons that he sent had already been begun by the

year of the wedding,43 its delivery at Versailles on September

10, 1750, two weeks after the birth of Marie-Josèphe’s first

child, suggests that this event offered a convenient occasion

for a paternal gift, as such gifts were customary within

courtly ceremonial. It is revealing that the Saxon court

decided against offering the more usual gift of clothes for

mother and child, as the first dauphine and Marie-Josèphe’s

sister Maria Amalia had received,xliv but sent the biggest

porcelain present ever made. It is therefore worth consid-

ering whether the finishing decorations - the bouquet in

front of the mirror face and the figures of Apollo and the

nine muses that sit on the volutes of the frame – had been

designed only after the arrival of the Bouquet of the Dauphine

in Dresden, as they seem to reply directly to its bunch of

flowers as well as to its allegories of the music and the poet-

ry.

The mirror frame, measuring more than ten feet, did not

fit into the new apartment of the dauphine, so it was exhib-

ited in the Salon de la Guerre at Versailles, where all the

courtiers could admire it in the presence of Louis XV.

According to the duc de Luynes, the Meissen tour de force

did not meet unanimous approval: the execution of the

details, especially of Apollo and the muses, was admired, but

the proportions of the frame and table and the lacking func-

tionality of the candlesticks were criticised and the white

Figure 6, Urania, Meissen, model from Johann Joachim Kaendler,
c.1744-45, location unknown (Repro: sale Emma Budge, Graupe,
Berlin, September 27-29, 1937, lot 826, plate 130)

Figure 7, Reproduction of the Meissen mirror and console table,
c.1900, remoulding of a model from c.1747-50 
(Photo: © Staatliche Porzellan-Manufaktur Meissen GmbH)
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porcelain was compared to whitened wood ready for gild-

ing.45 It appears that August III thought his use of hard paste

porcelain, a luxurious all-around material that could replace

gold, silver, glass, or wood, was unique, and much surpassed

the French soft paste porcelain; however, there is no evi-

dence that the French courtiers either acknowledged the

remarkable engineering achievement of the huge triad or

the material quality of its shining white porcelain.

Apparently, August III’s extraordinary present did not suc-

ceed in proving the superiority of his Meissen manufactory.

That the discussed exchange of royal porcelain presents

between the Saxon-Polish and the French court served not

only as a reinforcement of the new political and familial

alliance but also dealt with the rivalry between the two

porcelain manufactories, both patronised by the respective

kings, is proven by the mention of a last gift in the memoirs

of d’Argenson who noted in January 1754: “One sees there

[in the royal porcelain store] a beautiful service that His Majesty

sends to the king August of Saxony as to defy him and to insult

him by saying that we have even surpassed his factory.” 46
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